The field of in-pipe robotics covers a vast and varied number of approaches to the inspection of pipelines with robots specialising in pipes ranging anywhere from 10 mm to 1200 mm in diameter. Many of these developed systems focus on overcoming in-pipe obstacles such as T-sections and elbows, as a result important aspects of exploration are treated as sub-systems, namely shape adaptability. One of the most prevalent methods of hybridised locomotion today is wall-pressing; generating traction using the encompassing pipe walls. A review of wall-pressing systems has been performed, covering the different approaches taken since their introduction. The advantages and disadvantages of these systems is discussed as well as their effectiveness in the inspection of networks with highly varying pipe diameters. When compared to unconventional in-pipe robotic techniques, traditional full-bore wall-pressing robots were found to be at a disadvantage.
Introduction
Pipeline networks transport fluids such as oil, gas, water, and sewage between key locations through an estimated total of 2.5 million km (2.2 million miles) of global infrastructure [1] . Failure to adequately inspect and replace pipes results in pipe failure and subsequent loss of fluid transport, environmental damage, large excavations resulting in transport delays and air pollution. Most of the worlds pipelines are relatively easily inspected using advanced Pipeline Inspection Gauges or 'PIGs'; passive devices placed into the pipe and driven by the flow of the transported fluid. However, PIGs are uncontrollable and unable to adapt to sharp changes in pipe direction and diameter, making complex pipe infrastructure impossible to inspect. It is estimated that just 0.5% of pipe networks are inaccessible to conventional 'PIGGING' technology, the remaining 99.5% generally consisting of large bore, straight piggable lines. Whilst this proportion may seem low, the remaining 12,500 km represents the most valuable pipes in the network; Above Ground Installations (AGI's). Many of these unpiggable networks are now reaching the end of their design lives and are due for replacement, however with the condition of their interior walls unknown it is impossible to tell which pipes should take replacement priority. It has been estimated that through the use of advanced inspection techniques, savings made from unnecessary pipeline replacement could be equivalent to £14,000 per km a year [2].
Pipe Bends and Joints
Unpiggable pipe networks vary in diameter range, material, and fluid type and can be joined in various methods and configurations. Categorised pipe joint configurations are shown in Figure 1 . Horizontal sections ( Figure 1A ) are considered the baseline for in-pipe complexity, any in-pipe robot should be able to navigate these. Configurations B to F are more complex, passing through them requires advanced motion planning techniques. Valves, are particularly difficult as designs such as plug valves ( Figure 1B ) can split the crosssection in two hindering full-bore robots. Changes in diameter ( Figure 1C ) are a common occurrence in unpiggable systems, many robots take measures to prepare for this obstacle specifically. Vertical sections ( Figure 1D ) require a traction method that must also overcome gravity. Elbows ( Figure 1E ) are very commonly encountered and are often described in terms of their bend radius; lower radius bends are tighter harder to navigate. T-Sections ( Figure 1F ) are extremely challenging obstacles due to their lack of wall support; only sophisticated robotic platforms can navigate these [3] . Each of these in-pipe obstacles can be found in any orientation and possibly even back-to-back e.g., encountering two consecutive bends. Developing a single robot to solve all of these problems in a wide range of diameters is currently unheard of and often requires a fleet of multiple systems in different class sizes [4] . In this review significant robots that have furthered the research field will be presented. Current state-of-the-art methods of in-pipe travel and inspection are discussed as well as the future abilities of in-pipe robots. By analysing the barriers facing current technology and the methods being employed to overcome them, breakthroughs can be made towards universal in-pipe inspection. This review addresses in particular the problems surrounding shape adaptability, fleets, and system classes and their role in universal pipe inspection.
Robotic in-Pipe Locomotion
In-pipe inspection robots have the potential to inspect the condition of these vital assets by manoeuvring through the network. This is no simple feat, and one of the first challenges faced is the generation of traction within the environment. Many potential robotic solutions have been proposed to inspect these 'unpiggable' pipelines, all of which utilised one of the in-pipe traction methods, presented in Figure 2 . These traction methods are; Gravity (Figure 2A ), reliance on gravity alone restricts vehicles to only horizontal and lightly inclined pipes. Wall-Pressing ( Figure 2B ), using the reaction force from the enclosed walls, usually in combination with diametric adaption mechanisms. Wall adhesion ( Figure 2C ), utilising ferrous pipelines to produce a reaction force. Fluid Flow ( Figure 2D ), utilising the transport medium to move usually in combination with a passive PIG or propeller device. Through the combination of these traction methods and the locomotion elements presented in Figure 2 specialised hybrid in-pipe systems can be created. Valves, are particularly difficult as designs such as plug valves ( Figure 1B ) can split the cross-section in two hindering full-bore robots. Changes in diameter ( Figure 1C ) are a common occurrence in unpiggable systems, many robots take measures to prepare for this obstacle specifically. Vertical sections ( Figure 1D ) require a traction method that must also overcome gravity. Elbows ( Figure 1E ) are very commonly encountered and are often described in terms of their bend radius; lower radius bends are tighter harder to navigate. T-Sections ( Figure 1F ) are extremely challenging obstacles due to their lack of wall support; only sophisticated robotic platforms can navigate these [3] . Each of these in-pipe obstacles can be found in any orientation and possibly even back-to-back e.g., encountering two consecutive bends. Developing a single robot to solve all of these problems in a wide range of diameters is currently unheard of and often requires a fleet of multiple systems in different class sizes [4] . In this review significant robots that have furthered the research field will be presented. Current state-of-the-art methods of in-pipe travel and inspection are discussed as well as the future abilities of in-pipe robots. By analysing the barriers facing current technology and the methods being employed to overcome them, breakthroughs can be made towards universal in-pipe inspection. This review addresses in particular the problems surrounding shape adaptability, fleets, and system classes and their role in universal pipe inspection.
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In-pipe inspection robots have the potential to inspect the condition of these vital assets by manoeuvring through the network. This is no simple feat, and one of the first challenges faced is the generation of traction within the environment. Many potential robotic solutions have been proposed to inspect these 'unpiggable' pipelines, all of which utilised one of the in-pipe traction methods, presented in Figure 2 . These traction methods are; Gravity (Figure 2A ), reliance on gravity alone restricts vehicles to only horizontal and lightly inclined pipes. Wall-Pressing ( Figure 2B ), using the reaction force from the enclosed walls, usually in combination with diametric adaption mechanisms. Wall adhesion ( Figure 2C ), utilising ferrous pipelines to produce a reaction force. Fluid Flow ( Figure 2D ), utilising the transport medium to move usually in combination with a passive PIG or propeller device. Through the combination of these traction methods and the locomotion elements presented in Figure 2 specialised hybrid in-pipe systems can be created. Initially when issues surrounding in-line inspection of unpiggable pipelines became apparent, traditional gravity based exploration robots were re-purposed for the task [5] . These robots were generally track or wheel based and built to handle rough terrain, they were not well suited to the pipeline environment and could explore only horizontal sections and gentle inclines. Although these systems performed adequately in large bore sewage and water based networks. It wasn't until robotic systems developed advanced methods of in-pipe traction such as wall-pressing, adhesion through magnetics, and fluid flow that the more complex pipeline configurations could be explored. Using the methods of traction in Figure 2 as a design basis, many variations of in-pipe locomotion have been created to solve in-pipe tasks. Figure 3 shows the different systems classified by their locomotion mechanism into the eight types labelled. PIGs ( Figure 3A ) are transport fluid driven devices, although very effective in horizontal pipes they cannot be controlled in complex networks. Wheeled robots ( Figure 3B ) are the simplest method of in-pipe locomotion and can be used in combination with many other element types. Tracked robots ( Figure 3C ), also known as caterpillars, are used as an alternative to wheeled systems, their large surface contact area generates high friction and reduce chances of losing wall contact. Screw robots ( Figure 3D ) use a spiral inspection path, they perform well in vertical sections and are resistant to slip due to their angled approach, even against an in-pipe flow. Snake robots ( Figure 3E ) take advantage of the length of the pipe, they are generally modular and adaptable to many in-pipe environments. Inchworm robots ( Figure 3F ) are slower than other types but can generally carry higher payloads due to their need for high wall-traction forces, useful in industrial transport tasks where speed is unimportant. Propeller based robots ( Figure 3G Initially when issues surrounding in-line inspection of unpiggable pipelines became apparent, traditional gravity based exploration robots were re-purposed for the task [5] . These robots were generally track or wheel based and built to handle rough terrain, they were not well suited to the pipeline environment and could explore only horizontal sections and gentle inclines. Although these systems performed adequately in large bore sewage and water based networks. It wasn't until robotic systems developed advanced methods of in-pipe traction such as wall-pressing, adhesion through magnetics, and fluid flow that the more complex pipeline configurations could be explored. Using the methods of traction in Figure 2 as a design basis, many variations of in-pipe locomotion have been created to solve in-pipe tasks. Figure 3 shows the different systems classified by their locomotion mechanism into the eight types labelled. PIGs ( Figure 3A ) are transport fluid driven devices, although very effective in horizontal pipes they cannot be controlled in complex networks. Wheeled robots ( Figure 3B ) are the simplest method of in-pipe locomotion and can be used in combination with many other element types. Tracked robots ( Figure 3C ), also known as caterpillars, are used as an alternative to wheeled systems, their large surface contact area generates high friction and reduce chances of losing wall contact. Screw robots ( Figure 3D ) use a spiral inspection path, they perform well in vertical sections and are resistant to slip due to their angled approach, even against an in-pipe flow. Snake robots ( Figure 3E ) take advantage of the length of the pipe, they are generally modular and adaptable to many in-pipe environments. Inchworm robots ( Figure 3F ) are slower than other types but can generally carry higher payloads due to their need for high wall-traction forces, useful in industrial transport tasks where speed is unimportant. Propeller based robots ( Figure 3G These basic locomotion elements are more often than not used in conjunction with another, forming a hybrid system. An example of a hybrid system would be an articulated snake robot that uses caterpillar tracks to move, or a screw robot that using wheels for rotation. Of the 234 systems reviewed only 18% were robots that used just one type, with the rest combining two or more. Wallpressing is the most popular method of generating in-pipe traction, with 44% of robotic research systems applying it. These systems mostly consist of a chassis that is kept concentric with the pipe using some form of locomotion method or 'plane' of contact with the wall. These planes are normally tracks or wheel subsystems that are mounted perpendicular to the chassis. Wall-press designs using varying numbers of planes, each with set-up having their own advantages and disadvantages as shown in Figure 4 . A great advantage of having a concentric chassis is the distance to each contact These basic locomotion elements are more often than not used in conjunction with another, forming a hybrid system. An example of a hybrid system would be an articulated snake robot that uses caterpillar tracks to move, or a screw robot that using wheels for rotation. Of the 234 systems reviewed only 18% were robots that used just one type, with the rest combining two or more. Wall-pressing is the most popular method of generating in-pipe traction, with 44% of robotic research systems applying it. These systems mostly consist of a chassis that is kept concentric with the pipe using some form of locomotion method or 'plane' of contact with the wall. These planes are normally tracks or wheel subsystems that are mounted perpendicular to the chassis. Wall-press designs using varying numbers of planes, each with set-up having their own advantages and disadvantages as shown in Figure 4. plane is constant and methods of pipe diameter adaptability can be centrally located. The parallelogram mechanism and pantograph scissor mechanisms are among the most commonly used in wall-pressing in-pipe robotics. These mechanisms perform well because the planes of contact remain parallel with the chassis of the robot and if centred properly, the inner wall of the pipe. Although they have many variations the most common use the rotation of a central lead screw in combination with a bar linkage design to achieve both traction, and size adaptability. 
Review of in-Pipe Locomotion Systems
An in-depth analysis of in-pipe robot publications over the last 30 years has been presented in Figure 5 . Categorised by locomotion type and year published it gives a high level overview of the trends in the development of in-pipe inspection robots based on 234 published systems. The literature search was performed using the keywords; in-pipe, pipe, tube, system, robot, platform, in combination with locomotion and traction methods across multiple publishers. The volume of research robots being produced was found to steadily increase with time as the field has grown, this reflects on the necessity of pipe inspection as more networks become out-dated around the globe. Using the database of in-pipe research robots the key systems that have influenced the field have been selected and reviewed. These robotic platforms have been categorised in terms of their primary locomotion method, traction method, and their specified pipe diameter range. This section will look at robots from each of the eight in-pipe locomotion categories in detail. The strengths, weaknesses, and research direction of each type will be discussed later in Section 3.
Pipeline Inspection Gauges
PIGs may be simple devices but they are still the most efficient method of inspecting straight pipelines with a constant bore. New methods of pigging pipelines are still being developed, for example in 2005 the University of Durham developed a new form of "PIG" [6] which incorporates a propeller, driven by the fluid flowing in the pipe as a mobile power source. Brushes embedded in the 
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Pipeline Inspection Gauges
PIGs may be simple devices but they are still the most efficient method of inspecting straight pipelines with a constant bore. New methods of pigging pipelines are still being developed, for example in 2005 the University of Durham developed a new form of "PIG" [6] which incorporates a propeller, driven by the fluid flowing in the pipe as a mobile power source. Brushes embedded in the Using the database of in-pipe research robots the key systems that have influenced the field have been selected and reviewed. These robotic platforms have been categorised in terms of their primary locomotion method, traction method, and their specified pipe diameter range. This section will look at robots from each of the eight in-pipe locomotion categories in detail. The strengths, weaknesses, and research direction of each type will be discussed later in Section 3.
Tracked Systems
Track, or caterpillar based locomotion can be used in the place of wheels, they hold the advantage when generating friction. The large contact surface area makes these systems more stable but also generally larger than their wheeled counterparts. Caterpillar tracks have been used in 11% of in-pipe systems and are growing in popularity in research robotics, Figure 5 Tracked systems are also predominantly wall-pressing with 75% of all caterpillar robots using the traction method, the remaining 25% relying on gravity alone.
Famper was developed as a fully autonomous mobile pipeline exploration robot at Seoul National University [17] , it was a track/caterpillar robot using wall-pressing traction with four-planes. Designed for 6-inch sewage pipes; Famper uses a passive method of wall-pressing to attain normal force against the pipe using compression springs and coupled with a slider linkage mechanism. The four separate caterpillar tracks can be actuated independently allowing the robot to differentially drive through elbows and other obstacles where varied speed is required. Famper performs well in 6-inch pipes and claims to be capable of T-Sections but has only been proven to complete vertical T-sections from a horizontal down, utilising gravity in its favour during the contact-loss phase of the manoeuvre. The full-bore design of Famper leaves little room for shape adaptability, with a full range of just 127-157 mm, the purpose of which is mainly for obstacle negotiation. The lack of adaptability makes Famper unsuitable for any situation other than 6-Inch pipelines. This is a common occurrence with passive adaptability even in larger robots, systems such as AQAM which are exceptionally mobile and adaptable to changes in pipe geometry [11] . Caterpillar Wall-press systems are one of the most adaptive types of system in terms of shape adaptability. Tarbiat Modares University used active parallelogram adaption in a three-planed caterpillar wall-press system which could adapt from 250 mm to 350 mm, however this could be increased by altering the length of the linkages [18] . The lead screw used to alter the height of the tracks keeps all three planes extended at the same rate and hence keeps the chassis central in the pipe. Nigata University's tracked robot uses an adapted scissor mechanism can passively adapt from 140 mm to 210 mm [19] . Hanyang University developed a two module caterpillar wall-pressing robot using differential steering and a passive adaptability module using a four bar mechanism to produce the required normal force on the tracks. This system could handle 80-100 mm pipes and can tackle many difficult in-pipe obstacles using the two-module design [20] . The separate tracked modules were connected via a tension spring which would drag the rear or front module through an obstacle, removing the need for both modules to steer. AGH University have prototyped a large in-pipe robot for the inspection of 200 mm pipelines that uses caterpillar tracks on a linkage which can alter their effective diameter [21] . This allows the robot to travel horizontally in a range of pipes from 201 mm to 235 mm. Although vertical travel is possible, this is only the case when the tracks are fully extended essentially making vertical travel possible only in a 235 mm pipe. AGH's systems low adaptability range is in stark contrast with Ritsumeikan University's parallelogram crawler; a caterpillar wall-press system with an impressive adaptive diameter of 136 mm to 226 mm almost double its own length [22] .
Paroys-II uses an actively controlled pantograph mechanism with a partially passive spring mechanism, this allows large changes to be controlled and small obstacles to be ignored [23] . Its use of a second set of articulated caterpillar tracks allows a huge adaptive range of 400-700 mm. Similarly Pukyong National University's tracked in-pipe robot uses modules with both passive and active adaptability mechanisms [24] . The shape adaptability is controlled using a driven threaded shaft lead screw and allows for transitions between 300 mm to 500 mm effective diameter by altering the position of a four bar linkage. The second module replaces the lead screw with a compression spring allowing for both passive and active diametric adaptions.
Screw Systems
Screw systems are defined by the method of locomotion in-pipe, using a rotary motion to drive themselves forward using a spiral track, to move through the pipe in a pitched circle. These systems are always wall-pressing as they rely on the inner walls in order to thread through the pipes, this allows them to climb vertical pipelines with ease. Screw locomotion robots are generally very difficult to back-drive due to their angled wheels or tracks, making them effective in high flow networks. Screw systems have stayed relatively steady in terms of growth in Figure 5 although the element is only used in 9% of research systems.
Heli-Pipe a screw wall-press system has a diametric adaptive ability of just 10 mm, as a result four different prototypes were made, ranging from 170 mm to 40 mm. The largest of the systems having a range of 10 mm and the smallest 5 mm [25] . Emerging methods of in-pipe adaptability show the possibility of continuously deforming systems with many degrees of freedom. SPRING is a screw type wall-press robot developed at Osaka University, although it relies on full wall traction it is unlike traditional full-bore wall-press systems which keep their chassis centralised in the pipe [26] . The design consists of many connected modules which form a continuous tight spiral some of which contain wheels allowing the robot to move in a spiral motion. When faced with a sharp change in diameter the robot can stretch this spiral increasing its pitch and therefore decreasing its diameter to less than half its optimal width of 150 mm pipelines. This function is entirely possible because of the lack of a centralised chassis, making the robot very adaptable when faced with obstacles such as valves. Current issues include the complexity of the design, optimal redesign of the robot is very difficult due to the amount of parameters involved and so a simulation tool had been created to aid in this. Shenyang University created a wall-press robot based on helix movement in-pipe, capable of 250 mm to 300 mm pipeline exploration using a passively adaptive four bar linkage [27] . The robot can complete complex manoeuvres such as T-Sections using its active drive module to steer the course.
Snake Systems
In-pipe snake robots are typically feature articulated joints in a modular design paired with wheels or tracks for locomotion. The articulation allows many degrees of freedom within a single system making them very versatile in their approach to obstacles. In the last 15 years, in-pipe snake robots have become the preferred method of commercial pipeline inspection and account for 13% of in-pipe robotic research.
The PipeTron series developed by HiBot, Tokyo is a multitude of robotic in-pipe exploration snake robots. Predominantly designed for tight bend systems such as refineries and chemical plants, the system is tethered for instant retrieval and consists of passively articulated wheels connected in a series [28] . The passive torsion springs in each module joint allow the robot to bend and alter shape Robotics 2017, 6, 36 8 of 13 depending on the problem encountered and the width of the pipe without requiring further actuators. Due to relatively low range of passive adaptability multiple platforms have been created for each commonly encountered pipe diameter: 75 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm. The Explorer series is a prime example of the amount of effort going into translation of robots for different size pipelines, initially developed at Carnegie Mellon University [4] . This large snake robot is designed for the inspection of live gas networks under operating conditions, however it requires a full bore to operate with little adaptability ranging from just 150-200 mm. Multiple systems have now been developed for operations in larger than specified networks.
Kanagawa University, presented an unusual and interesting method for coping with various pipe diameters. The robot is a hybrid of caterpillar and snake components, built from modular units each containing a driving caterpillar track [29] . Connecting three or more units allows the robot to drive in-pipe, should a larger diameter need to be traversed the number of driving units can be increased. Promising results were shown in experimental pipes of 100-300 mm, an exceptional range for a robot with modules of just 50 mm. Czech Technical University, Prague have developed a snake robot with the purpose of identifying new methods of generating pipe contact without relying on traditional wall-press mechanisms such as pantographs and parallelogram linkages [30] . The modular snake robot consists of many segments each of which contain both rotary and translational actuators, this allows the snake to form structures much more complex than full bore robots. The shape adaptability of 100 mm is already greater than twice the length of the body segments which measure just 50 mm, with greater numbers of segments this robot may even be able to handle a wider range of diameters. PIRATE was an in-pipe robot with the intended purpose of autonomous inspection of the gas distribution network in the Netherlands [31] . The robot is snake-like, and modular in nature featuring articulated clamping modules that can actively change the height of the robot to adapt to changes in pipe diameter. The design of the clamping modules was somewhat similar to the first proposal for a passively adaptive three wheeled inspection robot, [7] . However unlike passive systems the active articulated joints allow for an efficient change in pipe diameters, stretching to twice its original inspection diameter from 125 mm to 63 mm.
Walking Systems
Walking type in-pipe robots use multi D.O.F. legs to move around the pipe, these are generally complex and quite large due to the number of actuators involved. Walking types which incorporate wall-pressing functions sacrifice mobility for increased stability, these are generally slower in-pipe. As a trade-off, the application of active wall pressing mechanisms give them a great amount of control over the applied normal force in pipe and they can deliver heavier payloads. Walking systems are somewhat uncommon with only 7% of research robots using the technique although they have been appearing more often in recent years as seen in Figure 5 . MORITZ, a pipe inspection robot built at the Technical University of Munich was one of the first walking style robots to be developed [32] . Using 2 modules with a total of eight legs with 2 actuators each, a bending joint, and a rotation joint this complex system had a large number of degrees of freedom for an in-pipe robot. MORITZ was capable of travelling through 600 mm to700 mm diameter pipes thanks to the highly variable actuated legs, each with 2 degrees of freedom, extension of these legs allowed normal force to be controlled and frictional forces strong enough to hold up to 20 kg payloads. The high amounts of control and increased carrying capabilities compared to passive systems make robots such as MORITZ ideal for industrial inspection of power plants, where safety is a priority over speed of inspection and power requirements.
Inchworm Systems
In-pipe inchworms are currently only wall-pressing, they generate traction through large normal force applied at the front or back module whilst a central module contracts and extends in sequence. The high normal forces needed to support the robot during contraction makes these systems generally well suited for carrying high payloads. The use of point contact in inchworms and the removal of wheels or tracks makes them much more stable than other designs. Inchworms are also generally less prone to slip due to contaminants in-pipe as they can "cut" through the grease. Use of inchworms is quite widespread in the field, 11% of systems were found to use this technique in the study.
A highly mobile inchworm inspection robot based on a parallel manipulator, developed at YonSei University. This wall-press inspection device can handle 205-305 mm pipes the large inspection range coupled with its ability to traverse T-Sections makes up for the slow inspection speed [33] . These platforms have shown promise in industrial networks and have inspired the further exploration of large inchworm systems such as the 3SPR parallel manipulator under development at Yanshan University. This is a large two-module in-pipe inchworm robot, although currently in a theoretical state is intended to have large load carrying capacity for industrial applications [34] . Industrial pipeline networks often contain large amounts of oil and grease traces; it is these applications where wall-pressing systems such as these excel due to their low contact area end effectors. Case Western Reserve University have developed a new method of in-pipe robotic locomotion using continuous-wave peristalsis, the same mechanism employed by earthworms [35] . The robot, named CMMWorm, is composed of many interlinked joints forming a mesh like structure that can deform in the presence of an environmental change. The braided mesh can currently smoothly expand and contract from 220 mm to 180 mm and although currently unable to steer through in-pipe obstacles the mechanism shows great promise in shape adaptability research. These robots can potentially alter their effective diameters in-pipe in any section of their body.
Propeller
Propeller based locomotion is quite unusual in pipe inspection, used in combination with mainly fluid flow in water pipes this niche application featured in only 3% of reviewed systems. These water pipe inspection robots have the opportunity to utilise the fluid and develop swimming robots for use in leak detection. The main advantage of propeller systems is removing the need for wall contact altogether. A swimming in pipe robot was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a solution to the challenges faced by robots relying on wall contact in water transport networks. The robot, MIT-MRL contains a chassis with housed electronics and two propellers for propulsion, the swimming nature of the robot allows exploration of pipes 100 mm and above autonomously [36] . The University of Sheffield took a different approach to swimming, developing a modular robot which can manipulate the fluid in order to generate propulsion in a certain direction by combining their chassis to form complex shapes. Each of the modules in this system form a section of a hydraulic system which when connected to another module forms a flowing network [37] . The Multifunctional Mobile Unit, MMU3 [6] also utilised a propeller in a version specified for fluid travel. Table 1 provides a summary of robots reviewed in this section, where in-pipe geometry obstacles have been simplified to X (horizontal), Y (vertical), L (elbow), T (T-section), V (valves). The capability of the robot to traverse these obstacles is denoted by ( ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -ssion ce the development of the first wall-pressing in-pipe robot in 1987 the technique has become t popular method of generating traction in the field with over 23% of robots applying it in ay Figure 5 . The popularity of wall-pressing systems stems from their ability to take ge of the encompassing walls to generate traction. This feature is guaranteed in pipe s and allows robots to easily move horizontally and even vertically thanks to the ability to friction in any orientation. Issues arise with wall-pressing robots when obstacles such as T-
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Propeller based locomotion is quite unusual in pipe inspection, used in combination with mainly fluid flow in water pipes this niche application featured in only 3% of reviewed systems. These water pipe inspection robots have the opportunity to utilise the fluid and develop swimming robots for use in leak detection. The main advantage of propeller systems is removing the need for wall contact altogether. A swimming in pipe robot was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a solution to the challenges faced by robots relying on wall contact in water transport networks. The robot, MIT-MRL contains a chassis with housed electronics and two propellers for propulsion, the swimming nature of the robot allows exploration of pipes 100 mm and above autonomously [36] . The University of Sheffield took a different approach to swimming, developing a modular robot which can manipulate the fluid in order to generate propulsion in a certain direction by combining their chassis to form complex shapes. Each of the modules in this system form a section of a hydraulic system which when connected to another module forms a flowing network [37] . The Multifunctional Mobile Unit, MMU3 [6] also utilised a propeller in a version specified for fluid travel. Table 1 provides a summary of robots reviewed in this section, where in-pipe geometry obstacles have been simplified to X (horizontal), Y (vertical), L (elbow), T (T-section), V (valves). The capability of the robot to traverse these obstacles is denoted by (✓) when capable, (✕) when incapable, and (-) when a possibility in future versions of the system. inspection range coupled with its ability to traverse T-Sections makes up for the slow inspection speed [33] . These platforms have shown promise in industrial networks and have inspired the further exploration of large inchworm systems such as the 3SPR parallel manipulator under development at Yanshan University. This is a large two-module in-pipe inchworm robot, although currently in a theoretical state is intended to have large load carrying capacity for industrial applications [34] . Industrial pipeline networks often contain large amounts of oil and grease traces; it is these applications where wall-pressing systems such as these excel due to their low contact area end effectors. Case Western Reserve University have developed a new method of in-pipe robotic locomotion using continuous-wave peristalsis, the same mechanism employed by earthworms [35] . The robot, named CMMWorm, is composed of many interlinked joints forming a mesh like structure that can deform in the presence of an environmental change. The braided mesh can currently smoothly expand and contract from 220 mm to 180 mm and although currently unable to steer through in-pipe obstacles the mechanism shows great promise in shape adaptability research. These robots can potentially alter their effective diameters in-pipe in any section of their body.
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Propeller based locomotion is quite unusual in pipe inspection, used in combination with mainly fluid flow in water pipes this niche application featured in only 3% of reviewed systems. These water pipe inspection robots have the opportunity to utilise the fluid and develop swimming robots for use in leak detection. The main advantage of propeller systems is removing the need for wall contact altogether. A swimming in pipe robot was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a solution to the challenges faced by robots relying on wall contact in water transport networks. The robot, MIT-MRL contains a chassis with housed electronics and two propellers for propulsion, the swimming nature of the robot allows exploration of pipes 100 mm and above autonomously [36] . The University of Sheffield took a different approach to swimming, developing a modular robot which can manipulate the fluid in order to generate propulsion in a certain direction by combining their chassis to form complex shapes. Each of the modules in this system form a section of a hydraulic system which when connected to another module forms a flowing network [37] . The Multifunctional Mobile Unit, MMU3 [6] also utilised a propeller in a version specified for fluid travel. Table 1 provides a summary of robots reviewed in this section, where in-pipe geometry obstacles have been simplified to X (horizontal), Y (vertical), L (elbow), T (T-section), V (valves). The capability of the robot to traverse these obstacles is denoted by (✓) when capable, (✕) when incapable, and (-) when a possibility in future versions of the system. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -
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Since the development of the first wall-pressing in-pipe robot in 1987 the technique has become the most popular method of generating traction in the field with over 23% of robots applying it in some way Figure 5 . The popularity of wall-pressing systems stems from their ability to take advantage of the encompassing walls to generate traction. This feature is guaranteed in pipe networks and allows robots to easily move horizontally and even vertically thanks to the ability to generate friction in any orientation. Issues arise with wall-pressing robots when obstacles such as TSections present themselves and there is a possibility for contact loss. Systems were shown to have varying abilities depending on the number of points of contact with the wall varying between two, three or four planes of contact, examples of which are shown in Figure 4 .
The field of in-pipe robotics research is heavily invested in the use of these classic wall-pressing systems, many of which have low diameter adaptability ranges. These systems are stable and efficient in their specified diameter range but none of the traditional systems reviewed showed the capability adapt to large changes. Systems such as AGH Universities 200 mm robot with only a 34 mm adaptability range would not be able to cope with even a 1.5× increase in pipe diameter and would lose the ability to climb angled pipe sections. In some cases, such as Hanyangs flat pipeline inspection robot a change over 20 mm would cause it to become completely unstable and unable to perform even basic locomotion tasks. Many of these robots would be deemed unsuitable for inspection of AGI networks. Some of these designs are simply too constrained by size due to their reliance on a chassis that is always concentric with the pipe. While the central mount provides a good base for adaptability mechanism control it does not benefit transformation range. This limitation means that pipe networks with large varying diameters cannot be inspected without an entire fleet of different class wall-press systems. Assuming a medium size wall-press robot with 100 mm adaptability range, a network with pipes ranging from 200 mm to 1000 mm diameters would require eight separate robots to inspect. Entering 8 different size systems into one network may require multiple access points on the pipe into the correct bore diameter and would need to be repeated across the AGI until the inspection is complete.
The use of snake wall-pressing robots overcomes the limitations of traditional wall-pressing systems with multiple planar contact. Snake robots with wall-pressing capabilities can utilise articulated limbs to increase their effective diameter well over the range of parallelogram and pantograph mechanisms. For instance Kangawa University's snake system has an adaptability range of 100-300 mm [29] . Snake systems hold a great advantage over full-bore designs as they can be entered into smaller pipes as an access point into larger networks. This non full-bore design also allows them to pass through tricky obstacles such as valves which would stop most traditional wallpress systems in their tracks. 
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The field of in-pipe robotics research is heavily invested in the use of these classic wall-pressing systems, many of which have low diameter adaptability ranges. These systems are stable and efficient in their specified diameter range but none of the traditional systems reviewed showed the capability adapt to large changes. Systems such as AGH Universities 200 mm robot with only a 34 mm adaptability range would not be able to cope with even a 1.5× increase in pipe diameter and would lose the ability to climb angled pipe sections. In some cases, such as Hanyangs flat pipeline inspection robot a change over 20 mm would cause it to become completely unstable and unable to perform even basic locomotion tasks. Many of these robots would be deemed unsuitable for inspection of AGI networks. Some of these designs are simply too constrained by size due to their reliance on a chassis that is always concentric with the pipe. While the central mount provides a good base for adaptability mechanism control it does not benefit transformation range. This limitation means that pipe networks with large varying diameters cannot be inspected without an entire fleet of different class wall-press systems. Assuming a medium size wall-press robot with 100 mm adaptability range, a network with pipes ranging from 200 mm to 1000 mm diameters would require eight separate robots to inspect. Entering 8 different size systems into one network may require multiple access points on the pipe into the correct bore diameter and would need to be repeated across the AGI until the inspection is complete. 
Since the development of the first wall-pressing in-pipe robot in 1987 the technique has become the most popular method of generating traction in the field with over 23% of robots applying it in some way Figure 5 . The popularity of wall-pressing systems stems from their ability to take advantage of the encompassing walls to generate traction. This feature is guaranteed in pipe networks and allows robots to easily move horizontally and even vertically thanks to the ability to generate friction in any orientation. Issues arise with wall-pressing robots when obstacles such as T-Sections present themselves and there is a possibility for contact loss. Systems were shown to have varying abilities depending on the number of points of contact with the wall varying between two, three or four planes of contact, examples of which are shown in Figure 4 .
The use of snake wall-pressing robots overcomes the limitations of traditional wall-pressing systems with multiple planar contact. Snake robots with wall-pressing capabilities can utilise articulated limbs to increase their effective diameter well over the range of parallelogram and pantograph mechanisms. For instance Kangawa University's snake system has an adaptability range of 100-300 mm [29] . Snake systems hold a great advantage over full-bore designs as they can be entered into smaller pipes as an access point into larger networks. This non full-bore design also allows them to pass through tricky obstacles such as valves which would stop most traditional wall-press systems in their tracks.
Conclusions
This review has presented a historical overview of the field as well as displaying the current in-pipe technology trends, with a specific emphasis on locomotion methods and their prevalence in the field. In-pipe robots are incredibly diverse and many different hybrid systems have been developed, some of which have fulfilled specific niches of pipe inspection. However, the inspection of highly varying diameter networks is an area that has not been fully explored, this task requires a method that is not constrained by pipe size. This is a complex issue and one that cannot be solved using full bore wall-pressing robots due to the limitations inherent in their adaptability.
We are coming close to 100% inspection of unpiggable pipelines the last 0.5% of network which is un-inspect-able using PIGs is difficult to deal with. In the coming years in-pipe robotic solutions will become available to inspect all networks of any diameter. Robotic technology is advancing and the field of in-pipe robotics is only growing with the increasing age of valuable pipelines around the globe. Ultimately small robotics systems that do not rely on wall-pressing for traction will be the solution as they allow access to both the smallest and largest diameter pipes in a network. Until then developments in the next 5 years may lead to vehicles with multiple traction methods e.g., a wall-press swimming hybrid such that it could negotiate both pipes containing fluid as well as non-running dry pipes. In the next 10 years the miniaturisation of robotic components and power sources may allow the design of micro-scale in-pipe systems. In the distant future mesoscale robots that flow within the pipes transport fluid may become the answer to the 100% inspection rate.
